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COURSE DETAILS

1-Day Instructor-led classroom based training

COURSE PRE-REQUISITES 

Any new or inexperienced user of Microsoft 
Project will benefit from this course.  No 
previous experience of Microsoft Project is 
required.  However, knowledge of Windows and 
experience with a PC will be presumed, there-
fore, it is advisable to register participants on 
our “Introduction to Computing” or “Microsoft 
Windows” course prior to attending, should this 
experience be lacking.

COURSE OVERVIEW

Microsoft Project 2010 is a project manage-
ment and planning program with many powerful 
and sophisticated features which allow the 
creation, manipulation, control, printing and 
progression of a variety of different projects.  It 
also includes comprehensive reporting facilities.

The course introduces the trainee to Microsoft 
Project 2010 and the important fundamental 
features of the program.  Terminology and tech-
niques are introduced to ensure knowledge and 
confidence is instilled allowing the participant 
to administer their duties and projecting tasks 
proficiently.  The course is designed to give 
maximum ‘hands-on’ experience to the individ-
uals rather than involving a lecture situation.  
In order to attain this each participant will have 
their own personal computer and colour moni-
tor to work on.

COURSE COMPLETION

You will have the ability to creation, manipu-
late, control, print and progress with a variety 
of different projects.  It also includes compre-
hensive reporting facilities. The course is a 
pre-requisite to attending more advanced levels 
of training in MS Project 2010.  

On completion of the course you will receive a 
certificate.

MICROSOFT 
PROJECT 2010
FOUNDATION -
INTERMEDIATE

COURSE OUTLINE

Module 1: Creating a new Project
• Steps in creating a project
• Understanding your project
• Creating a new project file
• Understanding the calendar options
• Changing the calendar options
• Working with calendars
• Modifying the standard calendar
• Entering public holidays
• Creating a new calendar

Module 2: Creating Tasks
• Understanding tasks
• Understanding scheduling icons
• The Rostadium Case Study tasks
• Reviewing the project
• Entering tasks
• Creating summary tasks
• Assignment – Creating summary tasks
• Working in a sheet view
• Working with summary tasks
• Working with task views
• Examining task information
• Understanding task durations
• Entering task durations
• Checking progress
• Entering milestones

Module 3: Scheduling
• Understanding task dependencies
• Creating dependencies automatically
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• Creating dependencies in task entry
• Creating dependencies in task information
• Creating dependencies in a sheet view
• Fine tuning a schedule using dependencies
• Auto scheduling tasks
• Critical path and project slack
• Viewing the critical path
• Examining task slack
• Understanding lag time
• Entering lag time
• Understanding lead time
• Entering lead time

Module 4: Resourcing a project
• Understanding resources
• Entering work resources
• Entering material resources
• Entering cost resources
• Assigning calendars to resources

Module 5: Resourcing Concepts
• Resource assignment calculations
• Task types and work effort
• Creating a simple assignment
• Working with fixed unit tasks
• Working with fixed duration tasks
• Making multiple assignments
• Adding additional resources
• Adding more of the same resource
• More resources in multiple assignments
• Understanding effort driven scheduling
• Working with non-effort driven tasks
• Working with effort driven tasks

Module 6: Assigning Resources
• Simple resource assignments
• Assigning part time resources
• Understanding work contouring
• Specifying resource usage

• Contouring work hours
• Assigning specific work times
• Work times for multiple assignments
• Problem assignments
• Assigning resources in task information
• Assigning resources you do not have
• The case study resources

Module 7: Constraints and deadlines
• Understanding constraints and deadlines
• Reviewing our project
• Adding a constraint
• Using elapsed time
• Rescheduling tasks
• Creating a deadline
• Understanding resource availability
• Adjusting resource availability
• Changing the unit display

Module 8: Predefined Reports
• Understanding predefined reports
• Using a predefined report
• Using report lists
• Modifying an existing report
• Crosstabulation reports
• Dissecting a crosstabulation report
• Creating a custom crosstabulation
• Adjusting the details of custom report
• Sharing custom reports

Module 9: Project Tracking
• Creating a baseline
• Updating the project actuals
• Manually updating tasks
• Entering delayed tasks
• Tracking actuals on a gantt chart
• Using the tracking box
• Viewing task slippage
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HOW TO FIND US?

Our office is situated on the first floor of Bridge 
House, at 56-58 Bridge Street, Aberdeen.
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WHERE TO PARK?

Parking is available at the multi-storey pay 
and display car park next to the nearby British 
Telecom building. 

From the car park, walk up College Street onto 
Bridge Street; Bridge House is located at the 
bottom of Bridge Street before the steps up to 
Crown Terrace. Solab’s office can be reached by 
taking either the lift or stairs to the first floor.

OFFICE OPENING HOURS
Monday   09.00 am - 05:30 pm
Tuesday   09.00 am - 05:30 pm
Wednesday   09.00 am - 05:30 pm 
Thursday   09.00 am - 05:30 pm 
Friday    09.00 am - 05:30 pm
Saturday, Sunday  CLOSED

Flexible, high-quality training delivered 
when, where and how you need it.

At Solab we have been delivering an ex-
tensive range of high quality information 
computer technology (ICT) training courses 
throughout Scotland since 1994.

We have trained 22,000 delegates over the 

years and have developed a loyal customer 
base with highly satisfied delegates and train-
ing bookers returning time and time again.

We trust you will enjoy your training course 
with Solab, and if you get into any problems, 
please call us on 01224213033.
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